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Aire Membership - Adrian Hall

Hi, just in case you hadn't realised, I'm your new membership secretary. I might have introduced
myself at an event recently, or maybe I haven't got that far yet.
I know many names and many faces, but sometimes joining the two together takes a while.
You can contact me on membershipATaire.org.uk for any membership related queries.
If you're not currently a member, it's easy to join: just pop over
to http://www.britishorienteering.co.uk/join_online and enter your details.
Our local association is YHOA and the club you are looking to join is AIRE
Senior membership is £15 (£10 for AIRE membership, £5 for BOF membership)
Junior membership is £2 (£2 for BOF membership)
To keep things simple, we don't offer a family membership as such. So a family of 2 adults and 2
children would still be £34

Membership will get you discounted entry to events (and some events require BOF membership)
plus a copy of Aire Affairs keeping you up to date with club information, training tips and reports.
We also hope to run some coaching this year for club members - watch this space

Cover Photo: Wendy Carlyle in action on top of the world at the Swiss O Week
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Edit O - Pete Jones
Welcome back after the summer break. Hopefully you are either well rested or exhausted from a
summer's orienteering travels, which have included some excellent events both in the UK (suc h as
the Lakes 5 days) and abroad (e.g. the Swiss O Week) - both of which are covered inside. Looks like
lots of events coming up in the autumn, mostly relatively local, so dust your o shoes off and hit the
forest (or the pavement in some cases).
A big thank you to those who have contributed articles. AA relies on your contributions and if each
member contributed just a single item, we would have enough copy to fill 15 editions, thats 3 years
worth of AA. As always, I'm happy to take anything that may be of interest to our members,
including non - o material.
Sadly no volunteers to replace Joe Woodley as Juniares editor, so no specific Juniares section going
forward. This doesn't mean any juniors can't contribute - just send anything direct to myself.
And just to remind you about the format of AA. Its always available on our club website, along with
old editions going back awhile. It is also available in printed format. If you do require a hard copy,
please let me know and I will add you to the mailing list.
Enjoy.

Chair Affairs - Ian Marshall
Having just enjoyed the Sheffield City Race yesterday, it’s interesting to note that the largest entry
was from male super vets. This appears to be the increasing trend in our sport, especially in urban
and sprint racing. However, it was good to see some young AIRE families enjoying their camper van
camping at the White Rose on Oliver’s Mount, Scarborough.
There is no doubt we have a gap in the age profile of our club juniors, therefore very well done to
Laura King on recruiting a team for the Peter Palmer Junior Team Relays due to take place on 14th
September. Congratulations to Laura on her selection for this weekend’s Junior Home Internationals
in Scotland.
We are still on the lookout for a new Club Treasurer to replace Natasha Conway from October 2014.
Please give some thought to filling this position, especially if you have accounting or similar skills.
Natasha is happy to advise the key requirements.
The club AGM will take place at the Dyneley Arms, Bramhope on Saturday 11th October at 7pm;
preceded by a fun relay at the nearby Pool Bank Quarries at 5pm. Details will appear shortly on the
club website www.aire.org.uk
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Event Planners and Organisers needed- Chris Burden
To maintain the club's programme we need the help of all members. If you have never done this
before we can ensure there is an experienced club member to guide you. The club has a number of
documents on the website which also give advice.
Only this week I have heard of one of our neighbouring clubs cancelling their traditional post
Christmas event due to a lack of volunteers. Our Shipley Glen event is only a week later! So we
really do need to hear from you.
We need organisers and planners for our Level C events in 2015
4th January 2015: Shipley Glen
8th February: Haworth Moor and Penistone Hill
12th April: Calverley Woods Middle Distance
6th June: Holt Park & Golden Acre Park, Fat Rascal Chasing Sprint
7th June: Colton (Temple Newsam), Fat Rascal Street Race
15th November: Middleton Park (South Leeds)
Then there is the big September 2015 Weekend.
An Organiser is required for the Level B event on 20th September 2015: YHOA Championships and
SHI Relays at Hawkswick Clowder. Tony Thornley is planning the SHI relays which start first, and Rob
King is planning the YHOA Champs.
We also need someone to liaise with the Senior Home International Teams and to be based with
them at Malham Youth Hostel for the weekend.
Earlier, in October/November 2014 – coming up fast we have the Leeds Olite series.
These are good events for both first time and experienced planners to take on. Planner/organisers
are required for the following Saturday events:25th October: Gledhow Valley, Leeds
1st November Rothwell Country Park
22nd November Roundhay Park
This is followed by the Night Score League, where there are vacancies on the following Wednesdays.
3rd December Beckett Park
10th December Bingley Streets
17th December King Alfred’s Seat ( a new area between Meanwood and Moortown)
Finally we need an offer from someone to stage our traditional New Year’s Day Score event on a
venue convenient to you.
All these events and more into 2015 are shown on the Future Races list under Useful Docs page on
the Aire website. Take a look, and give Chris Burden a ring (01274 583853) or email
(chris.burden@btinternet,com) to offer or discuss.
Many thanks for giving all this your consideration and, hopefully, for your offers. Without them we
would never manage.
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Pool Bank Quarries - Bernard Foster
When I first came to Leeds over 30 years ago I noticed what appeared to be the remains of a railway
bridge over the A660 by the old toll house at the top of Old Pool Bank. Over the years I have passed
this spot hundreds of times and often promised myself that I would investigate further. Of course I
never did until prompted by this year's Summer Sprint event on 9th July at Pool Bank Quarries, a new
orienteering area, mapped by Chris Burden.
Floundering around among the crags, boulders and old spoil heaps on that evening prompted me at
long last to have a further look, so a few days later, armed with the orienteering map, I returned to
examine the area at a more leisurely pace. During this visit I was able to trace what looked like the
remains of a railway starting behind the houses at the west end of the area and exiting the mapped
area by an obvious embankment and bridge remains at the east end. Ever more curious, some
research (well… Google) turned up some history. Late 19th century OS maps also provided a
fascinating insight into this area.
The reason for the railway was the existence of high quality stone in great demand as building
material. Benjamin Whitaker and Sons owned quarries on the south side of the present A660 and
built the railway around 1880 to transport the stone 300 feet down to the main North Eastern
Railway station at Pool (closed by Beeching in 1965). The line originally crossed the main road level
with the toll house and then followed what is now Cabin Road to pass the north side of Far Row, the
cottages in the middle of the area. It then ran roughly north-eastwards via an incline down to a
siding at Pool station. After ten years a new higher route was adopted crossing the A660 by a bridge,
the stone abutments of which can still be seen. The line passed Far Row on the south side and
followed a new incline. Both of these routes can be seen on the orienteering map below.
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Although a locomotive was used on the flatter upper section of the line, no engine was needed on
the incline since the full wagons descended under gravity, pulling empty wagons up, with a system
of brakes to prevent the wagons running away out of control. There was a crossing loop at the
halfway point, shown on the 1894 map below.

In the First World War demand for building stone slumped and the quarries and railway were closed
down in 1915. Although the quarries re-opened in 1920, the whole operation came to an end before
the Second World War. The bridge across the A660 was dismantled in 1941.In the lower section of
the incline the route runs roughly parallel to the strangely named Avenue des Hirondelles. Why was
this road named Swallow Avenue, and why in French? It seems it was a speculative venture by a local
man, Thomas Swallow in around 1900. And his wife was French! Apparently the road was intended
to go through to Leeds Road but it was found impossible to pump water any higher than the last
house to be built, so the project was abandoned, leaving the road only one third the length originally
planned. All of which has given us a fascinating and intricate orienteering area. Normally of course
we are too intent on finding the next kite to notice the industrial archaeology through which we are
running, but a later less pressurised visit is well worth making.
Sources and Acknowledgements
F W Smith & Martin Bairstow: The Otley and Ilkley Joint Railway published by Martin Bairstow 1992
National Library of Scotland: Six inch Ordnance Survey maps of England and Wales 1852-1952 at
http://maps.nls.uk/os/6inch-england-and-wales/
John Whitaker: "The Pool Bank Quarry Railway" in North Eastern Express Vol 16 no 63 May 1976 at
http://www.ikbrunel.talktalk.net/POOL-QUARRY.pdf
Chris Burden: Orienteering map of Pool Bank Quarries 2013
Pat Lazenby: Pool in Wharfedale – the Story of a small Yorkshire Dales Village at
http://historyofpool.net63.net/
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Swiss O Week: Zermatt - Wendy Carlyle
Whenever I’m asked about which orienteering event I will remember for a long time, I enthuse
about the Venice Street Race and recommend that orienteering folks add it to their to-do list. Now
I’m going to add Swiss O Week to that list…….. but
when it gets round to Zermatt again!
We had decided to push the boat out for our Swiss
holiday so we booked several days each side of the
actual competition and enjoyed discovering the
beautiful countryside and mountains around
Zermatt before having to put our orienteering heads
on. It helped that our apartment had an
unobscured view of the Matterhorn which exerts its
presence over whichever direction you choose to wander from the town.
The orienteering week began with a damp street race around Zermatt. I always enjoy urban racing
and was looking forward to weaving in and out of the old parts of the town and the barns and
houses on stone pillars, as well as
the busier touristy areas. Sadly I
made one big mistake towards
the end of my course, mistaking a
crossing point over a fence for out
of bounds and doing two circuits
of the block before realising my
error. This was enough to plunge
me towards the foot of the
results! I’m pleased to say that
my fortunes improved from then
on.
From that point the travelling to
event locations was almost as
exciting as the orienteering for
me! On Day 2 we took the cable car to Schwarzee station and walked back down the mountainside
to Stafelalp to the start.
The views when we first arrived were quite magnificent but the
cloud rolled in throughout the morning and by the time it came
for us to walk down to the start, it was quite a different picture
with visibility considerably reduced. This did not affect us on
our courses, however, because we were still able to see the
shape of the terrain which was alpine meadows with a mix of
fine and coarser contour detail. There were rocky slopes on the
longer courses and it was very runnable.
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The weather forecast for the following day was
dire and the organisers took the decision to
switch Day 3 with Day 5.
We took the gondola up to Riffelberg Station
on a very damp day with cloud down to the
valley bottom. There was a steady drizzle as
we prepared for our runs and Tony got inside
the kissoo to keep dry and warm whilst I set off
to my start. The cloud didn't shift all morning
but at least the light rain stopped so visibility
was not as bad as it might have been. The courses crossed the area where we had walked up to
Gornergrat on the Saturday so some sections were familiar. The area was open and fast running on
alpine meadows. This was the first event we had been to where we travelled on two cable cars, ran
our courses, came back down the mountain on two cable cars, showered and were sitting enjoying
our cups of tea in our apartment by 10.10am!

Wednesday was Rest Day. Tony was to spend the day at an IOF Coaching Conference in the town so
I decided to use my cable car pass (provided as part of the event entry and invaluable!) to head up to
the highest cable car station in Europe on Klein Matterhorn. It was a beautiful day with blue, clear
skies and the panoramic view from the observation platform was absolutely stunning.
The weather held for Day 4 at Gruensee which was our first opportunity to experience orienteering
in Swiss stone pine forest.
It was a convoluted journey to reach the competition area. We had a new experience in that we
walked to the centre of town and took the funicular, the Sunnegga Express, up through a tunnel in
the mountain to the Sunnegga Station at 2288m. To reach the funicular we had to walk through a
horizontal tunnel 150m long, in itself quite
exciting.
Once at Sunnegga Station we took the cable
car up to Blauherd at 2571m then rode the
next cable car back down the mountainside to
Gant Station at 2223m. From here we walked
up the track to our destination at Gruensee at
2300m.
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It was a middle distance race on tough, technical terrain; Swiss stone pine forest with much rock and
bilberry underfoot and structured relief.
I made one poor route choice opting to
go across a steep boulder field instead of
up/down and around it and that cost me
time and legs.
I finished in 47th place which was well
above halfway and I was pleased with
that as my navigation was pretty spot on
throughout.
For me Day 5 was fantastic even though
I was rubbish! Our American friend
Charlie described orienteering just below the glacier as the nearest we would get to orienteering on
the moon, and he was absolutely right!
Excitement grew as we journeyed once again via cable car to what was going to be orienteering at
the highest altitude of the week. Two cable car trips took us from the valley bottom to Schwarzee
and then onwards and upwards to Trockener Steg Station at 2939m! The Station provided the
dramatic Assembly Area for the event and the journey to it crossed the bare rock and snowfields on
which we would be orienteering! The area was described by the Planner as, "high alpine, very rocky
and sometimes rough terrain at the edge of the
glacier; very detailed, highest technical and
physical demands."
The walk to the start around a glacial lake was
dominated by the Matterhorn and we had several
opportunities to try out our orienteering shoes on
the snow and ice.
This was entitled the 'Icy Day' and the terrain at
Trockener Steg is basically what the retreating glacier has left behind with snow fields. I was pants
but I was having so much fun skidding across snow and running across rock, all in the lee of the
Matterhorn itself, I didn't care! This day was the highlight of the week for us both.
The photo top left shows the route to our start around
the glacial lake and up on to the area above the cliff of
rock.
On the final day of Suisse O Week sadly, for the organisers
and competitors, the Delightful Day did not live up to its
name as it rained from early morning and low cloud hung
in the valley and on the mountain sides.
Tony and I had early starts again so it was in to a soggy,
gloomy funicular for the Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory crazy ride through and up the mountain to
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Sunnegga at 2288m. Those competitors who had arrived before us were huddled along the sides of
the tunnel coming out from the funicular, keeping out of the rain and making it look like a refugee
camp.
All this was building up to our worst results of the week!
I think we were on such a high with the mountains and the running, particularly the event of the
previous day that our minds and hearts weren't in it and we both made errors. The wooded, steep
terrain was hard going and the undergrowth very wet so I was glad to be finished.
Wow what a holiday and we can’t recommend it enough. If you need more convincing about
orienteering in Zermatt the next time it comes round, take a look at our pictures:

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wendles56/sets/72157645747941801/

The Lakes 5 Day 2014 - Lowri Jones
Looking back at the map of Day 1, Swindale, it looks a lot marshier than I recall, although this may be
due to the constant wind and rain that meant there was little difference between what was officially
designated as a water feature and what was not… A poor start, messing up number one, led on to a
fairly clean run with the exception of number 10 ( my excuse for this is that it started hailing on my
approach to the control, which was a tad distracting and caused some vision issues). This is the kind
of area I like, moorland made up of marsh and clear contour features. Add to this a better run than
expected, having done the usual not-orienteer-since-the-last-major-event, and Swindale made for a
surprisingly enjoyable first day! (For an example of the Swindale map, see Laura King's article)
Day 2 I missed due to boring job related things, but it seems to have exceeded expectations, if the
pre-event wailing of ‘It’s going to be hideous I don’t want to go’ morphing into ‘Actually, it was quite
fun’ is anything to go by.
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Day 3, Grizedale NW. Hearing an event described as ‘blood and retirements’ in the assembly area is
perhaps not the most heartening of things to hear before you start. Undergrowth and a lot of
windblown logs did make it pretty rough going (especially when your hair keeps wrapping itself
around passing twigs). The undergrowth meant that running round the path was sometimes the
easiest option, but other than that I found it to be an interesting & enjoyable area, and all was going
swimmingly until control 8. Relocating from running up the wrong stream was complicated by the
fact that I didn’t notice that the stream I was actually on even existed until after I’d finished. When I
did finally relocate, helpfully right next to my control, the rest of the course went fairly smoothly to
bring me in at a respectable 8th.
Day 4, Pike o’ Blisco. What do you mean you don’t want to climb a 705m hill before your run? Of
course you do! A casual little stroll most of the way up Pike o’ Blisco led to a glorious, sunny start
location with views that wouldn’t have looked out of place on a Visit Cumbria poster. The event
wasn’t bad either! A great area of fairly complex contours and marshes and boulders, it gave me my

best results of the week, 5th. This could probably have been improved upon had I not had a major
moment of idiocy on the way to number 4 and decided that it was an excellent idea to just run off
down the hill with no attempt to follow my map...
Day 5 was my least favourite day(see map above), despite being fairly familiar with Hampsfell. I’m
not a big fan of areas with such a high reliance on boulders as control features, and seemed to get
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through a large part of my course by pure fluke (I mean, skill…) as I kept running straight into my
control sites earlier than expected. The woodland at the beginning was interesting and more difficult
than I anticipated, followed by a selection of boulders and limestone pavement, before ending up in
the most hideously overgrown section of the entire week for the last few controls.
Overall, some great areas and a really enjoyable Lakes 5 (well, 4) Days, with a pleasing 6th/35 finish,
no major cock-ups and, within the Jones clan at least, no retirements and only small, token amounts
of blood.

A Yorkshire End to End Walk - Ian Hill
I got the idea of doing an End to End of Yorkshire in 2011, but it was only on Easter Monday 2013
that I finally got started. Although it could be done as one continuous walk with overnight
accommodation, my plan was to do it as separate days using public transport as far as possible, this
being quite easy as I live in Leeds.
The route I took, which in no way
do I claim as definitive, started in
the south of Sheffield and
finished at Piercebridge, just over
the Tees into County Durham. I
thought of it as the “Foothills
Route”, not wanting to encroach
on the Pennine Way or wander
too much into the flatlands of the
Vale of York. My route coincided
at times with several other longdistance routes, such as TransPennine Trail, Leeds Country Way
and the Six Dales Walk, but I did
not consciously try to combine them. I planned and executed 7 stages and only the last two involved
an overnight, in Richmond.
Stage 1: South Sheffield to Stocksbridge. 28km/18m; 900m/2960ft climb. 01/04/13
So on my first day, I took the train to Dore and Totley station in south Sheffield, from where I was
able to walk through Eccleshall Woods and the lovely wooded Limb Valley to reach the rolling hills
on the west side of the city. Snow abounded, with many drifts 5 feet high and one stile being buried
to a depth of 8 feet, and the track beyond it so deep in snow that I diverted through some woodland
and needed some inspired guesswork to rejoin my route. This despite it being April, but you may
remember our March last year. Resisting the temptations of pubs, I went up and down all day via
Ringinglow, Porter Valley, Lodge Moor, Rivelin Valley, Damflask Reservoir and the Ewden Valley to
Deepcar by Stocksbridge, where, having just missed one bus back to Sheffield, I succumbed to the
draw of the pub next to the bus stop. An interesting and at times exciting day with frequent views
over Sheffield to the east and across to the Peak District to the west.
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Stage 2: Stocksbridge to Dewsbury. 32km/20m; 475m/1560ft climb. 15/04/13
Only two weeks later, but what a difference in the weather! This was a lovely spring day, breezy but
sunny. I took the train to Barnsley and then rural bus 123 to Stocksbridge. [For those who don’t
know, Barnsley has that rare gem of a commodity, an integrated transport interchange.] This stage
linked two industrial towns, but with some lovely countryside between. The first part followed the
quiet wooded River Don, then I used the Trans-Pennine Trail, including a 350m lighted tunnel
[excellent for practising harmonies and yodelling!] Then the route went over undulating wooded
farmland via Oxspring, Cawthorne and the impressive hall at High Hoyland to Bretton Park, the
home of the Yorkshire Sculpture Park dotted with works by Henry Moore, Barbara Hepworth,
Anthony Gormley, John Galsworthy, Joan Miro etc. [and two cafes]. Next, it was over more pleasant
farm- and woodland via Middlestown to the Calder and Hebble Navigation canal which I followed
into Dewsbury, being just in time to catch the train back home.
Stage 3: Dewsbury to Guiseley.
28km/18m; 500m/1640ft climb.
01/05/13
This was another pleasant spring
day, warm with only gentle winds.
Probably the most “urban” part of
the walk, yet it contained some
delightful sections. Starting back at
Dewsbury railway station, a quick
walk through the market place and
over the inner ring road led to the
Kirklees Way as it follows the edge
of the plateau where Hanging
Heaton hangs. After a couple of
housing and industrial estates I soon picked up the Leeds Country Way and followed it through a
wooded valley to cross two motorways near Morley and then lots of pleasant scenery via
Gildersome, Netherton, Cockersdale and Tong to enter the beautiful valley of …..[no name, great
shame]. Passing below Fulneck, through Black Carr Wood, having rejoined the LCW, I clipped Pudsey
[pub available, but I resisted] and wiggled through fields, across A647, through West Leeds Country
Park, Calverley Woods and finally Esholt Woods, entering Guiseley about 1km from the railway
station.
Stage 4: Guiseley to Pateley Bridge. 32km/20m; 610m/2002ft climb. 13/05/13
This day a kind lady dropped me off in Guiseley and I walked up the south side of Otley Chevin
[pronounced Shevin] to Surprise View which, though no surprise to me as I’ve been there hundreds
of times, is a wonderful viewpoint. Then down into the Market town of Otley itself for an early
coffee stop before crossing the Wharfe, climbing to the sleepy hamlet of Clifton and descending into
the beautiful Washburn Valley, where I crossed a lovely old packhorse bridge and followed the valley
northwards past Swinsty and Fewston reservoirs then up to the Thruscross dam. From there I
crossed high level pastures and passed hamlets like Heyshaw before reaching the top of the wooded
Guise Cliff with its overhangs, gullies and Yorke’s Folly, a superb viewpoint over Nidderdale. After
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traversing the length of the cliff, I then descended into Pateley Bridge through the lovely Skrike’s
Wood. Then I caught a bus [No. 24] to Harrogate and train from there to Leeds. If you are thinking of
doing that yourself, do check the bus times, as they become infrequent later in the day.
Stage 5: Pateley Bridge to Masham. 27km/17m; 400m/1320ft climb. 25/06/13
My tactic today was to drive to Killinghall, park and take bus No. 24 back to Pateley Bridge, from
where I began walking at 10:35 following the route of the Nidderdale Way eastwards along the
north side of the valley, through lightly wooded farmland with fine views back across to Guise Cliff. I
crossed a wooded valley and passed round the north side of Brimham Rocks where some paths are
not clearly marked or even blocked off. I was followed by a herd of heifers [!! Do I look like a raging
bull?] and later, near the hamlet of Eavestone, was the subject of much attention from curlews and
lapwings, in efforts to protect their
ground-based young. One lapwing
gave me the complete “broken wing”
performance. Infrequently used
footpaths meant lots of long grass to
plough through before reaching the
attractive villages of Kirkby Malzeard
and Grewelthorpe. A permissive path
through the pleasant woodland of
Hack Fall led down through a great
variety of wild flowers to meet the
Ripon Rowel walk alongside the
winding River Ure which leads all the
way into Masham, although I chose
to follow the road for the last kilometre as I needed to catch the 5pm bus to Ripon [the last one] and
time was pressing. From the attractive market square I caught it with 10 minutes to spare and then
took the famous No.36 from Ripon back to my car at Killinghall.
Stage 6: Masham to Richmond. 30m/19km; 800m/2600ft climb. 19/11/13
This was the only time when it was awkward to get home, so I took a B & B in Richmond. First I took
the train to Harrogate, then bus 36 to Ripon and finally bus 745 to Masham. I started walking at
10:05 so I knew I had to get a move on, since daylight would run out around 4:30pm. This because
fitting in two consecutive days of good weather and freedom from other calls led to the trip being
postponed several times. Westward from Masham to Fearby and then Ellingstring is through rolling
farmland with a scattering of woods, very pleasant and not too strenuous! Then I turned NE,
crossing the main road to Leyburn and reached the lovely old Kilgram Bridge over the River Ure. I
then turned west again with views of Wensleydale opening up as I approached the attractive village
of Thornton Steward. No time for a pub stop as I climbed gradually north to the reservoir, now with
views to the NE across the Vale of York to the North York Moors. Through Fringhall and Hunton to
Scotton I used quiet roads and bridleways, but then followed a couple of miles through Catterick
Camp, rather urban and interesting only if you like references to military history, most of the roads
being named after battles. The only alternatives seemed to be going much further west and
encroaching on the Pennine Way, or risking possible closures of paths through MOD practice land. It
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may be possible to skirt the latter by taking a byway just west of Scotton and then a bridleway to
cross the river Swale at Hudswell before following the river downstream into Richmond. However, I
didn’t, but cut through the eastern part of the camp to Hipswell and had a further two miles of rural
quiet before taking the little back road, in the gathering gloom into the town, passing below the
Castle and climbing up a steep street to reach the Market square, where I found my hotel for the
Night.
Stage 7: Richmond to Piercebridge. 21km/13m; 540m/1770ft climb. 20/11/13
After a steep climb out of the town, the first few miles north from Richmond were very attractive,
with autumn colours in abundance in Aske Park. I followed the side of a ridge westish past
Gillingwood Hall then turned north again and crossed a valley to Hartforth along Jagger Lane [no
rolling stones; they were kept still by the mud!] then up a longish climb to cross the A66 [Get your
kicks!] before passing through pleasant farmland via Melsonby and Langdale to Aldborough St. John
[where the parish church is bizarrely St. Paul’s] for a coffee in the pub. From there it was only
another 3 miles to the old bridge over the River Tees at Piercebridge, the end of Yorkshire. Next to
the bridge, on the near side, is the George Hotel, famous for the song “My Grandfather’s Clock”,
written by an American visitor in Victorian times about its late landlord. The clock is still there, along
with the whole story. An interesting plod through Yorkshire then came to an end with a “swift half”
in the other pub, next to the bus stop, before the bus to Darlington and train to Leeds.
Total Distance and climb
198km/124miles; 4225m/13880ft
The Route: This is now available via my new website, http://ianhhill.weebly.com by the following
methods:





List of grid references for each stage
Maps showing marked route.
GPX files
O S Maps: Landranger 110, 104, 99, 92, 93; Explorer 278, 288, 297, 298, 302, 304.
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British Orienteering Talent Development Summer Camp - Sedbergh
Laura King
This training camp for about 35 M/W 18s and 16s was held in Sedbergh in the Yorkshire Dales. The
five days consisted of a mixture of technical and physical training along with advice on goal setting,
training programmes and lifestyle.
I was so surprised I had been selected and slightly nervous, as I would be the youngest there.
Unfortunately, it fell right in the middle of our two-week family holiday cycling in the Outer Hebrides
with six other families. I couldn't decide which I wanted to do, so ended up doing both! After five
days of cycling I jumped on a plane from Benbecula (an island in the Hebrides) and flew to Glasgow
airport where Emma Wilson met me. She is my friend from CLYDE and who was also going to the
training camp
On arrival we were picked up from Oxenholme train station, piled into two minibuses along with all
our bags and driven off to Sedbergh. We were based in a very nice bunkhouse on the edge of town
and at the foot of the Howgill hills. After a brief introduction we set off on a fell run up Winder, the
hill immediately above Sedbergh. Parts were really steep but the downhill was great! Throughout
the rest of the week we
kept looking up at Winder
knowing we had
conquered it. In the
evening we had strength
and conditioning session
which left us all feeling
quite sore the next day.
She showed us some of
the exercises she does to
help with running on
terrain which were very
useful.
The next two days
consisted of various
classroom and practical
sessions. We went to
Esthwaite near Newby
Bridge to work on our
technical skills. For one of
the exercises we went
round in pairs, one of us
had the map and they ran
behind the other person.
They had to instruct their
partner what direction to run in and what features they should be passing to get to the next control.
In the classroom sessions we talked about how to incorporate your training into everyday life and
what features you need to create a good training program. We also talked about setting goals for
next season and how you would need to adapt your training program in order to achieve them.
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We were also taught how to do running drills effectively in the sports hall at Sedbergh School. My
favourite activity was the water running. Under instruction from a PE teacher at the school we had
to run in the water in the deep end. It was really hard keeping your head above the water so we
were all quite exhausted even after just one lap.
The evening meals were great! We had fish pie, lasagne, roast dinner and a bar-b-q. We spent most
evenings watching the Commonwealth Games. Despite there being over 35 countries involved, for
us it was just between England and Scotland!
The last two days of the camp overlapped with the first two days of the Lakes 5 Days competition.
With all the training beforehand I was quite tired but this was a chance to put what we had learnt
into practice. I had a good first race despite my friend Emma starting one minute behind me. I came
third on Day 1 and fourth on Day 2, which I was very happy with.
Here is a sample of the Swindale map from Day 1. It has so much blue on it that it was almost like
water running again!
One evening Ralph Street showed us some software we could use to analyse our performance.
During the day he had run the M16 course with a headcam. This was very interesting because we
could see the processes he goes through when orienteering.
After the camp debrief, I set off back to Glasgow to get on a plane to the Outer Hebrides again.
I can really recommend junior Airienteers working hard to do well at major events and trying to get
selected for an orienteering training camp. As well as the technical and physical training, the social
side is fantastic and you can make a lot of good friends in other clubs from all over Britain.

Young Farmers Orienteering Event. Tuesday Evening, 15 July 2014 Guy Patterson
The clubs of the Settle District of Young Farmers competed in a 40 minute score event on part of our
Malham map, near Low Tren House Farm
Tony Thornley looked after the planning. Steve Watkins managed the Si.
Jo Thornley assisted Tony and patrolled the area.
Tom Crowther and Dave Shelley helped by patrolling the area, looking out for stray young farmers,
and pointing them in the right direction.
Earlier this year I visited Mark and Sue Throup at Low Tren House, seeking access and information
about a new area Airienteers are looking to use next year. Sue asked if Airienteers would be willing
to put on an orienteering event for Coniston Cold Young Farmers. The Young Farmers are aged
between 10 and 26, male and female.
We sorted out an area best suited for the event, part of a field south east of the Tarn, which Mark
and Sue farm.
The original idea was for about a dozen or so members of Coniston Cold Young Farmers Club to
compete. A couple of months later it came to light that the Tuesday evening would be a general
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activity meeting involving all four clubs, with young farmers coming from Burton, Rathmell and
Lawkland as well. Forty seven orienteering novices turned up!
We used the car park near Low Tren House for assembly, with the Finish located just across the road.
After the young farmers had gathered and registered I explained the rules for a score event and how
to use an orienteering map (okay, stop laughing) taking into consideration there were no compasses
available.
Tony walked the competitors to the Start, located in the centre of the competition area, gave precise
instructions on using the map before starting the forty minute event.
Most of the competitors finished around forty minutes later though there were some late finishers.
I spoke to a lot of the young farmers after the event and all had enjoyed orienteering for the first
time.
During the event I chatted to the parents, some of who I’ve known for a long time, as I seek access
to their land for our Malham races. This was a marvellous opportunity to contribute to their
recreational evening in return for access granted over many years.
Many thanks my volunteer helpers for putting on a great event.

White Rose Weekend
Unfortunately no contributions received about the recent White Rose Weekend so I've just included
a map extracts from the M55 course at South Bay on the Saturday. As you can see, quite a
difference from the usual impenetrable forest, and despite being long and thin, offered some
interesting route choice challenges.
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Tuesday Night Runs
2nd September

Ian & Joyce Marshall, 6 Oak Close, Burley-in-W’dale, LS29
7PJ

Burley-in-W’dale

9th September

Danefield Surprise View car park eat at Royalty LS21 3DG

Otley Chevin

16th September

Rob & Lindsey King, 3 Alexandra Place, Ilkley, LS29 9ES

Ilkley

01943 435415

SE115479

23rd September

Pete & Ruth Jones, 11 Woodlands Grove, Baildon, BD175BD

Baildon

01274 596850

SE136388

30th September

Bowling Green Pub (Wetherspoons), Otley, LS21 3AB

Otley

SE203454

7th October

Murgatroyd’s Fish & Chip Shop, Yeadon, LS19 7BN

Yeadon/Rawdon

SE216408

14th October

Ian & Joyce Marshall, 6 Oak Close, Burley-in-W’dale, LS29
7PJ

Burley-in-W’dale

01943 862997

SE165457
SE205440

01943 862997

SE165457

Meet at 7pm. Everyone welcome – young, old, fast, slow. Eat together in a pub afterwards or
bring food along for a communal meal if the run is from someone’s house. For further details
contact Joyce or Ian Marshall on 01943 862997

Selected Fixtures
Date

Location

Event

Club

Grid Ref

13/09/2014

Conistone

Long O and Regional Colour Coded

AIRE

SD975711

14/09/14

Brighouse

YHOA Urban League

EPOC

SE147226

20/09/14

Nunroyd Park

Wharfedale Autumn O-Lite Series

AIRE

SE198414

21/09/14

London

London City Race

SLOW

21/09/14

Lindley Moor

YHOA Superleague

CLARO

27/09/14

The Chevin

Wharfedale Autumn O-Lite Series

AIRE

SE204440

28/09/14

Wombwell

Regional

SYO

SE367028

04/10/14

Danefield

Wharfedale Autumn O-Lite Series

AIRE

SE217441

04/10/14

Hamsterley Day 1

October Oddysey

NN

05/10/14

Hamsterley Day 2

October Oddysey

NN

12/10/14

Brayton Barff

Regional Middle Distance

EBOR

SE587299

18/10/14

Esholt

Wharfedale Autumn O-Lite Series

AIRE

SE183403

19/10/14

Hebden Bridge

Regional

EPOC

25/10/14

Gledhow Valley

Leeds Autumn O-Lite

AIRE

26/10/14

Longshaw,Chesterfield

Midland Championships

DVO

31/10/14

Northcliffe Park

Vampire O

AIRE

01/11/14

Rothwell Country Park

Leeds Autumn O-Lite

AIRE

SE348925

08/11/14

Bramley Fall

AIRE

SE248361

15/11/14

Adel Woods

Leeds Autumn O-Lite
British Schools Training Event and World Schools Qualification
Event

15/11/14

Adel Woods

YHOA Night League

AIRE

SE285401

16/11/14

Temple Newsam

British Schools Championships

AIRE

SE360323

22/11/14

Roundhay

Leeds Autumn O-Lite

AIRE

SE332378

30/11/14

Ilkley Moor

Regional Cross Country

AIRE
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AIRE

SE213513

SE309377

SE145367

SE285401

